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Fig.l.

Foundry Cupola Used In Tests.





REPORT OF CUrOLA TESTS "J.D^, DURING A COURSE I^ ADYAHCED luETAIIURGY.

OBJECT OF T-E TESTS.

The tests, the results of which, are given in

this paper were held in the Foundry of the Armour

Institute of Technology during the melting of charg-

es of iron in a Vvhiting Foundry Cupola. Each test

extended over the time necessary to bring the metal

to fusion temperature and to tap the entire charge

after fusion. A complete set of data was secured

for each heat with the following objects in view;

(1) to afford means of studying the changes under-

gone oj iron when reir.elted, (E) to endeavor to ac-

aount as completely as possible for all heat which

was supplied to the Cupola during the fusion, and

(3) to investigate the manner of conducting the pro-

cess with a view of noting the conditions which

must be met with in order to jiroduce the highest

efficiency of the cupola.

APPARJiTUS USED III TESTS.

In carrying out the tests mentioned above, ap-

paratus for four purposes are needed. These are as

follows; (1) apparatus for weighing the input and

output of the cupola, (2) apparatus for the meas-

urement of blast pressure, (3) apparatus for meas-

uring the temperature of the molten iron and of

the gases leaving the cupola, and (4) apparatus

for securing samples of the gases.
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Apparatus Used In Measuring The Total Blast Pressure.
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1. For weighing the input and output of the cupola,

an ordinary Fairbanks Platform Scale was used, the

instrument being capable of registering the weights

of substances correctly to l/luth of a pound. As

much less accuracy than that, which the scale was

capable of giving, was required (the weighings be-

ing only recorded to a half pound) the apparatus

proved both efficient and reliable for use in the

tests.

2. The measurements which had to be made of the

blast pressure, vrere, first, the total pressure

exerted by the blast, and secondly, its velocity

head. To determine the total pressure, or the

sura of the component pressures due to the velocity

and compression of the confined air, an ordinary

manometer was used, the manometer being connected

as shown in Fig. 2. By reference to the figure

mentioned above, the -ranometer will be s6en to con-

sist of a glass tube of nsrrov.- core and about 24''

in height. Connected to the lov^er end of the

glass tube is a "U" shaped tube of brass, free end

of which is made to extend as high as the lower level

of the glass tube. The brass tube is filled with

water, causing two balanced columns to be formed in

the arms of the manometer. A calibrated scale is

affixed to the manometer and denote^ the difference

in height of the two columns, expressing the amount

of pressure causing the difference in ounces of water.





The ritot "ubes. Lower y.ndL of Pitot Tubes

Tube A to the left. '

Draft Gauge Used Wit^ Pitot Tubes.
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The free end of the brass tube is con^pc^ed by rubber

tubing to the space in the cupola into which the blast

enters before mixing with the charge. Any pressure with-

in the cupola will cause the column of water nearest it

to be depressed, the amount depending upon the magnitude

of the pressure, while the height of the second column

will be increased by the same amount. If a reading be

taken of this height by means of the graduated scale,

this pressure may at once be determined. In making

blast calculations it is more convenient to express pres-

sure in inches of water than in ounces. In order to make

this change it is only necessary to multiply the manometer

reading by 1.735 (the number of inches of water correspond-

ing to a pressure of 1 oz. of water) the result giving the

pressure in the desired unit. This instrixment is capable

of registering with accuracy pressures as low as l/lu of

an ounce or »17" of water.

"^'or determining the velocity head, or the pressure

exerted by the blast by reason of its velocity, the Pitot

tubes are used, the tubes being connected to a draft gauge

or manometer. These (fig. 3 and 4) consist of two tubes

and fittings which permit of their being introduced into

the pipe conveying the blast. The lower end of tube A is

made to face in the direction of the blast , its upper

end being connected to the lower one of the manometer.
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The tube records when in this position the dynamic head

of the blast i.e. the sum of the pressures due to the

velocity and confineraent of the air. The upper end of

tub^ B is connected to the second opening of the L'anom-

eter. This being so constructed as to lie at right an-

gles to the direction in v;hich the sir is flov/ing through

the pipes, records that pressure of the blsst due to its

confinement alone, or its static head. As the pressures

exerted by the sir in tubes A. and B. are made to oppose

each other, the I'anometer ^-ill record their difference

or the velocity head.

DYNAI'-IC E^AD + STATIC E^AD - STATIC + TELOCITY PT^A? -

STATIC - ^"lOCTTY EEAD.

An oil lighter than water is used as the liquid in the

manoineter, and '^y muVi-no- the vertical rise of the man-

ometer tube extremely gradual, this head can be easily

read to l/l(.'0 of an inch.

3. APPAEATU3 FOR TEI.IP3RATURE IH^ASUEEL^EITT.

Eor measuring the temperati;re of the hot gsses leav-

ing the cupola an electric pyrometer is used. '"his con-

sists of a coil of fine platinum wire woimd on a mica

frame and m^ounted in a porcelain tube. The extremities

of these wires are connected in series "ith two dry cells

and a special form of a ivheatstone Bridge, the entire ar-

rangement forming a closed circuit. It has been found

that resistance in a wire varies directly with the tem-

perature of the wire, hence if wires having a known
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reaistance at a definite temperature are heated to

any other temperature, a proportionality can be made

by vrhich the second temperature can "be calculated.

In the Whipple Temperature Indicator such as was

used in the experiments on the cupola, the Wheat-

stone bridge has been calibrated to indicate this

temperature directly, the limit of the graduations

on the instrument being 1200'C.

For measuring the temperature of the molten iron a

radiation pyrometer 7:as used. This instrument de-

pends upon the fact that if trro wires of different

ffietals are soldered together so ss to form a closed

circuit, and heated at the union, an e.m.f. T'ill be

produced proportiolial to the degree to -^vhich the

wires have been heated. If a volt meter is attached

to the circuit its readings will be a measure of the

temperature of the wires. Thwings radiation pyrom-

eter is an instrument of this type. It consists

(see fig. 6) of the two v;ires which are encased in a

larg-e iron tube, the union alone being exposed to

the air. To these wires a ''illivoltmeter is con-

nected in series, the voltmeter being calibrated to

read temperatures directly. To operate this form

of pyrometer it is only necessary to point the ex-

posed end of the wires directly at the
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Apparatus For Securing Gas Sarr.ples.
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heated object and about two feet away from it.

The radiation temperature can then be read on the

"illivoltmeter . As the ariount of heat radiated from

a heated body bears a definite relation to the total

heat and temperature of the body, this instrument can

be used to determine the actual temperature of the

substance itself. For instance, to obtsin the tem-

perature of molten iron ^e simply find its radiation

temperature by means of the pyrometer and multiply

the result obtained by 1.46 the product giving the

required temperature.

4. APPARATUS FOE OETAINITIG GAS SAI.IPIKS

To obtain samples of the gases leaving the cupola

an apparatus such as shown in fig. 7 was used. The

rubber tube to the left of the pump is connected to

a copper tube extending into the cupola and above

its charging door. The second rubber tube lead-

ing from the pump is connected to a sampling bottle

which is filled with water. Gas is pumped out of

the cupola displacing the water in the sampling bottle

the water flowing out of the lower opening. After all

of the water has been displaced, the two openings of

the bottle are immediately closed by clamps snd the

sample is ready to be talcen for analysis.
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In beginning a heat the bottom of a cupola is

covered to a height of about 6" v;ith shavings anci dry

wood. A bed charge of 300 pounds of coke is then placed

linnediately upon the T-ocd. After the coke, and before

lighting the fire, about 9uO pounds of iron Ere placed

upon the coke. The fire is then lighted and allowed

to burn for some tirre under natural drs ft until it is

evident that the coke is well ignited end the iron

fairly hot. The blast is then turned on, the tests

beginning simultaneously rrith its coinr.encer.ent . Read-

ings are irnmediatply taken of the ir.anometer , draft gauge,

and temperature indicator, each reading being repeated

at five minute intervals throughOTit the heat. Gas sam-

ples lik'^wise are taken, but at sufficient intervals so

as to cover the entire time occupied by the operation.

The opening in the cupola for tapj'ing the iron is kept

open during the first few minutes that the blt-.st is on,

v/hils the ran in charge of the heat by vigorous poking

makes sure that the charge ir^ as comnact end close to

the coke ss possible. Then melted iron begins to

trickle down through the coke, this door is closed.
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ifen minutes after starting the blast, the iron is

uaually molten and ready for the first tapping. It

Is however, comparatively cold and unsuited for most

rao»lds, as it solidifies too quickly, forming imper-

fect castings. As soon as the iron is tapped, its

temperature is taken by means of the radiation pyro-

meter, readings being taken at each subsequent tapping.

Charges of limestone, coke, and iron, are added to

the cupola in rapid succession, the speed of addit-

ion, being just rapid enough to keep the level of

the charge on a level with the charging door of the

cupola. The iron is tapped until the slag, which

usually floats on the metal, is seen to be at the

level of the opening. This occurrence shows that

practically all of the metal hap been drawn from

the cupola and that the heat is terminated. The

blast is then turned off and the bottom doors of the

cupola sre opened allowing the materials still left

in it to fall to the floor beneath. This residue,

which is usually slag and unburnt coke
^
is quickly ^^

extinguished and allowed to cool. "'hen cool the

coke is carefully separated from the slag. The

coke, slag, and ce t iron, resulting from the heat

are then weighed separately on a Fairbanks scale,

the data, with the other data obtained during the
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heat being then used in making the therma chemical

calculations.

IvIBTEOD OF LIAZIUG CALCULATIOITS
..

In melting a charge of iron in a foundry cupola there

are t'^o probable sources, by which the heat necessary

to cause the fusion, is supplied. These sources are

first, the coke, which furnishes the major part of

the necessary heat, and secondly, the heat furnished

by the oxidation of certain elements found combined

with the iron, notably Silicon and Carbon.

Coke, which iray be considered as carbon miaed with

certain mineral matter, when heated^ oxidizes in one

of two ways depending upon the amount of air present

during the oxidisation. Tf burned vith free access

to the air, the carbon contained in it is changed to

carbon dioxide, 8080 calories of heat being evolved

for every kilogram of carbon burned.

C + - C -f 8080 Gal.
2 2

If however insufficient air is provided, a partial

oxidation results, with the formation of carbon

monoxide, a gas having a calorific value of 2410

Cal.

2-C -f Oa s 2 C 4 3473 Cal.
2 2

200^0 =i2C0 4 2410 Cal.
2 2

In the calculations we desire to make a comparison
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of the maximum amount of heat ^hat the coke is capable

ofglving out with thet actually utilized. As a basis

for these calculations we will use as our unit the a-

mount of heat that unit mass of coke when completely

burned in oxj^gen, will give out. This value was deter-

mined by burning some of the fuel in a Mahler Bomb

Calorimeter end found to be 7129 calories for every

kilogram of coke.

Us^ing this figure, we can say that the heat supplied

by the coke expressed in calories, is numerically

equal to the product of the weight of the coke used

times 7129.

Calories supplied by coke - wt . of coke x 7129

The Silicon end carbon in the iron oxidize to some

extent to Silicon dioxide and carbon dioxide respect-

ively, each oxidatior giving out heat. The manner

of oxidation is given by the equations:

Si 4 » si + 7407 Cal.
2 2

C + - C + 8080 Cal.
2 2

The actual amount of heat supplied by each of these

sources is found in a manner similar to that used in

determining the heat furnished by the coke, i.e. the

amount of the element oxidized times its calorific

value. Summarizing, the heat supplied the cupola

is calculated by the equations:
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(1) By coke - wt . of coke i 7129 Cal.

(2) Oxidation of Silicon s wt. of Silicon lost from

charged iron x 7407 Gal.

(3) By carbon in iron - V7t. of carbon lost in iron

X 8080 Cal.

UTILIZATION OF SUPPLIED EEAT .

(a) To heat up coke to nielting point of iron.

The first substance to be heated by the fuel during

the heat is the fuel itself, which must have its

temperature raised from room temperature to that of

the iron it is to melt. The amount of heat required

for this purpose is found by multiplying the weight

of the coke used by the niimber of degrees centigrade

through which it has to be raised times its specific
•th€

heat. 3y ^rfre- specific heat of a substance is meant

the number of degrees centigrade through which one

oalorie of heat v^'ill raise the subst&nce. Coke has

two specific heats depending upon the temperature to

which it is heated. If heated to any degree less

than 250''0,its specific heat is .201, while from

250 degrees it becomes .2337. Hence to find the

heat utilized by the coke^we first find the amount

of heat necessary to raise its temperature to 250

degrees centigrade and add to this amount, the amount

necessary to heat it from 250 deg.Cent. to the melt-

ing point of iron.
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The equation for calculating this amount is as follows:

Heat required- i: x (E50-T) .201 + K (T 1 - 250 )x .2337

Where T - room temperature
T 1 - temperature of the iron.

FOR HEATING UP L I'niiG OF CUPOLA .

The second means of utilizing the heat supplied, is

the necessity of heating the brick lining of the

cupola . Assuming the temperature of the brick vrork

to be the same as that of the heated gases leaving

the cupola, and knowing the specific heat of brick,

we can calculate the necessary heat by means of the

follo" ing equation*:

Heat required for heating brick work - ^7 (T 1-T2)S

V.Tiere W = wt . of the brick work
S = specific heat of brick
Tl- linal temperature of brick work
T2- noom temperature

TO D^^':G0!-''P0SE the LIIvTESTOKE.

The limestone, which was found to be a mixture of the

carbonates of calcium and magnesiufl:, during the heat

is heated to 800 deg. cent., when the carbon dioxide

is driven off and the stone reduced to the oxide.

lug CO 4 Ca CO- ::g O + CaO 4 2C02

The heat utilized by the limestone is for a twofold

purpose, first, to heat the mineral to decomposition

temperature and secondly, to decompose it. It has been

found experimentally that 167.88 cal. are required to
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decompose 1 kilogram of limestone. Us«ing this value

the total amount of heat necessary for the heating

and decomposition can be calculated from the equation:

Heat required s >V x (800-T)x S ^ 167. 88x W

7/here 'V =. wt . of line stone
T • rJoom temperature
S s Specific heat of limestone

TO isLT te:: ipon Airr superheat it.

The fusion of the iron should utilize the greater part

of the heat supplied to the cupola. The amount of heat

necessary for this purpose can be determined by the

equation:

Heat required - W x (T-Tl) S •» W I ^ W x (T2-T)31

Where W - wt. of the iron melted
T =, melting point of iron - IS 00 Deg.C.
Tls. Poom temperature
T2» I'ax Temp of iron
S s-Specific heat of iron when solid
SI -:> " " " " liquid.

HEAT ITECESSARY 70?. SLAG yOP3!ATION .

The number of calories necessary for forming slag is

found by multiplying the wt. of the slag form.ed by

550, the number representing in calories the heat

necessary to form 1 kilogram of the slag.

Heat necessary --wt. slag x 550 cal.

HEAT LOST IH FLUE SASBS.

One of the greatest losses in iron fusion is caused

by heat being carried from the cupola in the flue

gases.
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In order to calculate this loss the weight of the air

passing through the cupola during the entire heat must

first be determined. The method of procedure is as

follows: We are given the pressure of the blast

due to its velocity from readings taken with the Pitot

tube and expressed in inches of water. A pressure of

1 inch of water is equivalent to a head of 70 ft. of

air, therefore Pitot tube readings expressed in feet of

air can be obtained by multiplying by 7u. By a fun-

damental fonnula it cen be shown that the velocity

of a gas in feet per second is equal to the square

root of the velocity head expressed in feet of air

times twice the attaction of the earth due to gravity.

V - f£^
Knowing the velocity, we can get the volume of gas by

multiplying the velocity by the area of the orifice

through which it is discharged.

Vol. 5 Velocity x area of orifice^, cu.ft. per sec.

1 cu.ft. *=• .0283 GU. meters

therefore "'ol. per sec. in cu. IJ. ^ Vol. in ou.ft.x.0283

1 cu. :\ of air weighs 1.293 kilograms, therefore the

weight of the air used during the run is equal to the

volujue times 1.293 or

71 z. 1.293 I "^ol. per min.x length of run in min.
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EEAT L03T BY IKCOIJPLETE GOI^BUSTIOH OF CA»BOH .

Another loss of heat is ceused by the passing off of

carbon monoiicle in the flue gases. CO could yield

on oxidation 241u cal- per kilo. , therefore for every

kilo, of CO present in the gases we have a loss of

that amount. The heat lost by this means may be

determined by the equation:

Eeat lost ;s wt. of gas x per cent of CO x 2410

LOSS BY RADIATIOH.

One source of loss of heat is by radiation, '"his loss

has been determined in heats held in 1908 v.hen it was

found to be approximately 7574 cal.

TSSR:.IAL EFFIGIKIJrCY uy THE CUPOLA .

The thermal efficiency of the cupola is defined as the

ratio of the total amount of heat supplied to the cupola
tor

and that actually necessary 4* fusing the iron.

E -hea t necessary to fuse iror
" supplied to cupola

DATA AJID CALGULATI'JHS.

I
. -

Data uf Heat Held November 12th, 1908.

CHARGE.

Coke 240 kilograms

Scrap iron 727

Pig iron 363.5 "

Limestone 70 "
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ARHAUGELIEHT OF CHARGE,

Bed charge of coke 136 kgms.

Scrap iron 362.0 '*

Coke 22.7 "

Scrap iron 91.0 "

Pig iron 91.0 "

Limestone 13.0 "

Coke 27.1 "

Scrap iron 91.0 "

Pig iron 91.0 "

Limestone 15.0 "

Coke 27.1 "

Scrap iron 91.0 "

Pig iron 91.0 "

Limestone 18.0 "

Coke 27.0 "

Scrap iron 91.0 "

Pig iron 91.0 "

Limestone 16.0 "

Results Of The Heat.

Cast iron 1065 kgms.

Slag 119 .
5 n

Unburnt coke 93.0 "
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The blast was turned on at 337 P.U. and the drop occurred

at 4.44 P.M., giring a total run of 67 minutes.

TSL1PSRATURES«

Room temp. 20 C

Temp, of the escaping gasesf taken erery 3 min).

Highest 1280
"

lowest 155
"

Average 700
"

Temperature ot the iron( taken at each tapping).

Highest 2450."

Lowest 1700."

Arerage 1900^

BLAST DATA

Mean static head( taken eyery 5 min.). 4.5" water.

" dynamic -= " " " —5.076" "

" Telocity - " " " __-.570" "

** radius of discharge orifice 3".

AIULY3IS OF IvIATERIAIS.

PIG IROH 3CRA.P IBOH CAST IROH

Si 2.50 :• r: 2.12 2.30

G.C. 4.19 2.65 2.35

C.C .25 . .55 .60

T.G. 4.44 .,; 3.20 2.95

Ivln. .94 .45 .55

P. .55 .179 .39

S t03 .066 .033
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AHALYSIS OF THE LIMSSTOITE.

SiO
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Al^O, 2.9

Pe^O^ 1.27

Ca .23

CHARGE.

GOIIPOSITIOU OF COMPOS IT lOH OP CHAUGE Iff

MIXED OHARGii OP RESULTING CAST IROH. COMPOS I TIQJ .

PIG AJD SCRAP IRON .

Si 2.24 2.30 -f .06

G.C. 3.26 2.35 - .91

C.C. .46 .50 T .14

T.C. 3.72 2.95 - .77

Mn .61 .55 - .06

P .30 .39 + .09

S .054 .033 - .021

GALCULATIOg OP THE HEAT DETELOPBD.

Wt. of coke used in heat 147kgms.

Wt. of iron melted 1090 "

Calorific ralue of coke 7129 Cal. per kgm.

Per cent silicon oxidized .06

" " CarBon " .77

Heat supplied by coke_ci 147x 7129= 1, 048,000 calories.

By silicon- . 0006x740 7xlu90- 48,44 "

By carbon in iron- .20x1090x8080- 58.127 "

Total heat supplied to the cupola 1,110»971 "
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CALGUL/iTIOIf OF THS HR/IT UTILIZED.

1. In Keating Coke.

Weight of Coke 147 kilograms.

Initial Temperature of coke 20 C.

Final " " " 1900'"

Specific heat of coke if below 250 degrees .201

"aboVe " " .2337

Uo of Calories req.» 147( 250-EC ) .201=147( 1900-250) . 2337 .= (^i^ SS^
2. In Keating Brick Lining of Cupola.

Diameter of Cupola . 57 m.

Height . 2 in.

Thickness of Brick work ^11 m.

T^eight of brick 2003 kilo per cu.M.

Initial Temperature 20 C

Final Temperature 700

Specific Heat of brick .26

Heat req:a2003y.G7.395-A/285)2x(700-20).26=:182,8C0 calories.

3. In Decomposing tlo J.iraestone.

iVeight of Limestone 70 kilo.

O
Decomposition temperature of limestone 800 C.

Keat necessary to decompose 1 kilo, of J.imestohe 157.68 cal.

Heat req..s70f800-20)26-v70xl67. 88=25, 940 cal.

4. In "elting and Superheating the iron.

Weight of iron 1090 kilo.

L:.P. of iron 1200'c.

Specific heat of iron Vi'hon solid .1124

" " " " liquid .£2

Final temperature .1900 G.
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Heat of fusion of iron 59 cal. per l:ilo.

Heat req.=il09Cx.ll24{1200-20)+1090(l900-12.:C).22+1090x59»39C,110 c

5. For Slag formation.

Weight of Slag 119.5 kilo.

Heat of Slag "formation 550 cal.

Calories required sr550xll9 . 5=65,720 cal.

6. Eeat lost in flue gases.

(a) Blast calculations.

Telocity heads. 576'Vater»70x. 576».4'J. 32 ft. air

Velocity s GE-2Gx4C.3-5C .8 ft. per sec.

Vol. air per sec. -velocity x area of orifice.

_ j-
" " " " 7t3 X 50.8 -9.64 cu. ft. per sec.

144
" "

, '* " 20.2 GU.m. per irin.

Weight of air used in rtm ^67x1. 293x20. 2sil463 kilograms.

(h) rlest lost.

Temperature of gases 700 Degrees.

Specific heat .2374

Heat lost in gases =14&3xf 700-20 ) .2374*236,000 cal.

7. Carried off by the C in flue gases.

Per cent of CO. in flue gases 1.2

Calorific value of C 2410 cal.

Loss of heat »1.2 per cent xl463x2410::_42,280 cal.
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s u I.: j: A ?. Y.

Heat supplied to the ':upola

By Coke,.

By Silicon .

By carbon in iron.

Total

To Heat Titilized in Cupola.

In Heating up coke >

" " Brick 77ork.

In Ueoomposing Limestone.

In Heating Iron .

In forming "lag -

In Flue Gases

By G .

By Radiation -

Total

Unaccounted for. =, 8.48 ^lo

Thermal efficiency of cupola

£] - 39U .11U = 387o

l,ll^^-'!'l

1U48000 cal.

4844

58127

1,11'J,971

56 , 556

182, 8uO

25,94'J

390,11'J

55,V2u

236 , 'J00

42,280

7574

1, ul6,98u c 1.
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-2-

Data and Calculations of heat held Feb. 16, 1909.

C H A F G E.

Serep iron 1000 kilograEis.

Pig iron 1224.7 "

Coke 188.24

limestone 56.29 "

APHAjJTG-^i.'jmT 0? ch;pge.

Bed Charge of Coke 1Z6 "

Scrap iror-; 408 "

Coke 22.6 "

linestone 9.07 "

Scrap iron 131.5 "

Coke p.2.6 "

limestone 9.07 "

Scrap iron 181.5 "

Coke 18.15 "

Lii!:estone 9.07 "

Pig iron 90.7

Scrap iron 90.7 ''

Coke 18.15 "

Limestone 9.07 "

Pig iron ^0.7

Scrap iron o„ .„

Coke 4.53 "'

Pig iron 45.3
"

Scrap iron 45.3 "'
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DURATIOn OF RUIT.

Blast on at 2.40 P.:'.

yirst iron at 2.58 A.v,.

Drop at 3.38 T.ll.

Time of run 58 ninutes.

RESULTS OF H5AT.

Good castings 812 kilograms.

iJad Castings 337 "

Total Cast Iron 1149

Weight of blag produced 59 "

'i'BlMPERATTIR^^S.

Room Temperature 2!j'c.

7'ju'c.

lyuO^C.

5.1" v?ater.

1.061 "

7.161 "

Temperature
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amiy::is of slag.

S i 02



lb.
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GALCUIATTOITS 0^ ^^'^ HEAT rEYEIOPED.

Weight of Gol-e used. 188.24 kilo.

Weight of iron melted, 1224.7 "

Cal. Val. coke, 7129 cal.per hilo

Per cent of P-ilicon oxidised, .85

" " " Carbon lost from iron .32

Heat given out by coko=. 7129x188. E4»l. 341,000

" r, ., rt sii._ 7407X .85foxl224^ 7797

" " " " Garbons8O803!: . 32;rixl224s^_2165__

Total T^eat supplied 1,352,962

calcuj.atio:t of tes H7at ut it. I zed.

1. In Heating the coke.

TZeight of coke, 188.2 kilo.

Initial Yemperature

,

20 C.

l<'inal Temperature 17'jO C.

Heat req.srl88. 2(250-2). 201^138.2(1700-250). 2337*72, 4La Cal.

2 In Heating the briokv,'ork

Weight of Brickwork lu34 kilo,

^inal "temperature 700 T.G.

Heat re4.slC34(700-20).26»182,8i;0 cal.

3 In Decomposing .Limestone.

Weight of limestone. 35.29 kilo.

Heat req. -36. 29 (800-20). 25+15 7. 88x36. 29:^13, 4 5u cal.
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4. In melting and superheating the iron.

Weight of iron 12C4.7 kilo.

Final Temperature. 1700 C.

Heat req. -1224 . 7 ( 1200-20 ] . 1124 + 1224 . 7 ( 1700-1200 ) . 22-^

69x1224. 7s39 7, 660 Gal.

5. 7or Slag -'ornation.

Weight of Slag 5S Icilogr&ins.

Eeat required to form slag -5?x550j=32,410 cal.

6. TIeat lost in "^lue Gases.

(a) BLAST CALCULA?I0::S.

Velocity head =1.061" water ^1. 061x70-74. 27' of air.

Velocity in ft. per sec. jEGx74,27568 .6' per sec.

Vol. in cu.ft. per sea.-ri 68. 6x^ ». 13.03 cu. ft. per sec,
144

"ol. in cu. m. per min. - 21.96

Weight of air usee furing run =u21. 9 6x1. 29 3x58=164 7 kil.

(b) neat lost.

7inal reinperature of gases 700*C.

:io. of Oal. lost rl647( 700-20). 2374r265, 900 cal.

7. By C Flue v-.ases.

Per cent C in gases . .r'
' 8.37

Eeat lost ^8.37"url647x2410-332,000 cal.
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Feat Supplied to Cupola

By Coke, 1,Z41,C00

By Silicon, 7,797

By Cartion lost from iron 5.165

Total 1,352,952

Eeat Utilized in Cupola.

In ITeating up colre, 72,401

In heating up brickv/ork, 182,800

In Decoinposing Lii-iestone, 13,450

In Heating Iron, 397,660

In 7oririing Slag, 32,410

In Flue Gases, 255,900

By C 332, 000

By Pafiiation, 7.574

Total 1,304,195 cal,

Per Cent unEccounted for 3.56

Thermal efficiency -397,650-1,352,962= 29. 5>

Practical efficiency - Output - 1149 - 94fo
Input 1224
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DATA AlTD GALGULATIO!TS FOH ESAT

HELD :,IARCE E6th, 19'J9.

Ill

CHARGE.
p^v«» 1S5 kilo.
Coke

Pig Iron 739.88

Limestone ~'-t-j.

APHAUGKH'ONT of CHAI^GE.

Bed Charge of Coke 135 kilo.

limestone 13. o"

Pig iron ^-^^

Coke 18-15

Pig iron 115.8

Coke -13-°

Pig iron 116.x

RESULT ? HEAT.

Cast iron 501.5

Slag 49.2

T T5LIPEHATUP.F.S

.

P.oom temp. "- -i-xj

a

Tcrap. of -soaping gases S75 -.

15^ n ')

Ter;.p. of iron -----.—

•

xo-ix

3Lj^-ST DATA .

Static Head 4.48"of water

Telocity head .468"

Dynamic "^ead 5.948'
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AITAIY-IS OF IIATEHIALS.

riG I?OIi. CAST I?OI{.

Si 2.50 2.73

G.C. 4.19 3.26

C.C. .25 »45

T.C. 4.44 3.71

II. n. .94 .61

P. .55 .51

S. .03 ..03

AITALYSIS OF SLAG.

S i 02 44.98-;5

F e 13.15

A 1 17.05

G a £6.4

I- n .... .
... - 6-.,5

P. .11

• -
• AMLY'^IS OF IITIT^STCnS.

S i 02 - .94%

F e - A 1 - .50 .60

C a - ' •• 54.7 -

' AgAIY3T3 UF FLU?: GASES.

T?o.l :T0.2 tic. 5 ^0.4 1.0.5 1*0 6

GO. 11.4 14.8 13.6 14.6 13.9 7.2

0. ;E 2.8

CO. .4 1.6 1.1 1.3 3.8 2.2

AVERAGE.
CO 11.6

.5

CO 1.7
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The Analysis of Col:e used in this heat is identical

with the Analysis of that used in the preceeding heats,

GALCULATlOTfS-
(a) C H A ? G E^

Per cent of Perccnts^e of Percentage
elements in elements in Change in
charge cast iron ex- Composition.

pressed in
terns of input.

2.23 - .27

2.63 - 1.56

.35
"

' " -.10

2.98 '
' -1.45

.508 44

.024 - .006

.417 -~.133

CALCULATIOIi OF THE CALORIES DEVELOPED.

Weight of Coke 166 kilograms.

Weight of iron ' 739.38 "

Per cent of Silicon lost in iron ,27 ''

" " " Carbon " " " 11.46 "

Keat Supplied by Coke -166x7129=. I,186,uu0 cal.

" " " Silicon5.74u7x.27'>ix739- 14,78u

"" Carbon r8080xl.46%x739- 86.460

Total Heat Supplied 1,287,240 cal.

S 1
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CAIGUL/.TIOH OF HEAT UTTL I '^ED.

1. In heating the coke

Weight of coke 156 kilograms.

Finel Ter.iperat-are 1840 I.

Initial Temperature E7.3

Keat req. =1.166 (250-27. 3 ).201f165 (1840-250-.2537»69, 134 cal.

2. In heating hrickvrork,

Weight of Brickwork 1034 kilo.

Final Temperature 875 G,

Heat re(i. -1034 (875-27. 3). 261-230,700 cal. ,""'

3. In To composing the T.imastone.

Weight of Limestone 27.21 kilo.

Ito. Cal req.::^''.7.21{800-27.3).26t.27.21xl67.88ra0,034 cal.

4. In IJelting and Superheating the Iron.

Weight of iron
'"

739.38 kilo.

Final Temperat\ire "

"
1840 C.

Heat ?eci.-739x. 1124 (1200-27. 3 )t739x. 22(1840-1200)^207, 272

calories.

5. In Forming the Slag.

Weight of Slag 49.2 kilo.

Heat re(i.=:.49. 2x550=27000 cal.

6. Heat lost in Flue gases.

(a) Blast Calculations.

Velocity head - .468" water -32.76' of air.

•J^" in ft. per sec.:J/2 G2r32. 76s:.45.8' per sec.

"ol. in GU. ft. oer sec.^ 45.8x7/5 jr8.7 cu.ft.per sec
144
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Vol. - 14.7 cu.:'. per rnin

.

woight of air used during run -14.7xl.293x6u-1141 kilogrms.

GALCULATTOIT OF ESAT LOST .

Final Temperature of gases 875 I. C.

Heat Lost in Gases -1141( 875-27.3) .2374-232, 3u0 cal.

Hee.t lost by the C .

Per cent of 3 in gases - 1.7

Calories lost - 114111. 7^&2410-45, 720 cal.

5 U i: M A R Y .

Heat Supplied to Cupola.

By Coke 1,1B5,000

By Silicon, 14,780

By Carbon lost from iron 86 , 460

Total Heat Supplied to Cupola 1,287,240 cal.

HEAT UTILIZED HT CUPOLA.

In Heating up Coke 69,134

" Brickwork, 230,700

" Decomposing Limestone, 10,034

'^•'Heating the iron, 207,272

" Forming the Slag 27,000

3y the Flue gases 232,200

By G . 45,720

By Radiation 7, 574

Total 830,634 calories,

Heat Unaccounted for 35.4^i

Thermal Efficiency 16.2%
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D T f^ G U S 3 I IT .

(a) The Foundry Irons.

xhe iron ts usei in Foundry pr&otioe is of two gen-

eral Glasses, ?i^- iron ond ser&p iron. ?i^- i:on i.s ui-

finod as iron •vhich has been takon diractly from a 31ast

7u.rnt.oe, i.e. it; ixb.3 ii:iver oeen re.n'ilted sinoe its initial

reduction frDiii :h-3 ore. 30^,^; irc.^ is iron which has

faeen renelted one or more times since leaving the iJlast

Furnace. .^oth consist of the e^. ment iron, (Fe) com-

bined PTith greater or less amounts of Silicon, I'anganese,

Phosphorus, Sulphur, ond Carbon, the percentr!::e of t'lese

elemor,', 3 present determining the physical character of

the Iron as well as its adaptability for the different

purposes for which it is intended. !^or most efficient

^oundry practice, it is essential that a thorough knowl-

edge be had of the individual effects of each of the

elements upon the iron, in order to aid in so proportion-

ing the charge as to contain more of the desired elements

than those detrimental to the iron. It is my purpose to

discuss briefly each of the above elements, both as re-

gards their probcble state of combination with and effect

on the iron in which they exist.

CARBQIT .

The first component of the iroti to be discussed is

Carbon which always is present in the largest quantity of

/ n
all the elements. Carbon smtl iron results from two causes.
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the first being the tendency of the iron to unite

chen-ically with the element forming a carbide, and secondly,

depending upon the ability of molten iron to dissolve carbon,

As the result we always find carbon present in iron in two

fonns, the graphitic, or uncombined form, and secondly the

carbide of iron. The first form, being merely a foreign

substance which has crystallized from the iron on cooling,

but which still coheres to the ):ietal, gives the iron a

characteristic gray graphitic appearance. It also tends

by being interposed between the iron particles to break

the continuity of the metal and thus weaken it. Its

presence also causes the melting point of the iron to

be lowered from 1587 degrees to 1220 degrees Centigrade.

There are two distinct advantages in having graphitic

carbon presdnt in the iron. yirst, by virtue of its

breaking the continuity of the iron, it softens the metal

rendering it easy to machine or work. Secondly, it reduces

shrinkage by expanding the iron while solidifying, by cry-

stallizing out at that point. Lastly it counteracts the

hardening effects due to the presence of combined carbon.

As practicall'- all castings have to be filed, chipped, or

machined, before they can be used for the purpose for which

they were intended, the advantage of having a soft nietal to

work with is obvious and well worth sacrificing a little of

the strength of the uletal..
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For this, if for no othor reason, the founder should see

that his cast iron, and hence his pig or scrap irons,

have a consid- rable amount of this form of carbon. Good

foundry iron should have fron 2.5 to 4/o of graphitic car-

bons. '

Combined carbon, or the second form is more or less of an

undesirable element to have in the iron. It is present

in the iron largely as Ferric Carbide FeC, a definite

compound. its chief effect is that it causes hard, close

grained, and not easily machined castings to be formed,

fitting the iron for a very limited class of rork. In

small quanitities and in the presence of much graphitic

carbon it is of advantage as it adds strength to the

iron, which at the same time will be soft enough to

machine t Qn account of the presence of the other form

of carbon. •.-...
. .. ,

Silicon .
•-^^- - ^o-;..r. ;.;. _;;, ;,..,

Silicon probably exists in iron as a 'filicide, FeSi. Like

graphitic carbon it is a desirable element in cast iron.

Its desirability is due to the fact, that if present in

from 1 to 4^ of the iron, it prevents the foraiation of

combined carbon, causing the carbon in the iron to be

changed to the graphitic form.

Reference: "Hoffman's Iron and Steel." Page 85-39.
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By this property it tends to reduce the shrinkage of

the iron and also to soften it. Sulphur however, reduces

this power of the Silicon, .01% Sulphur teing able to

counteract jfhe effects of .O.^S/j Silicon. .155^ Silicon

can prevent the formation of .03> combined carbon. An

additional advantage of the Silicon is that it imparts

fluidity to the iron when molten, vi-hich :s desirable.
iri

It is of greatest good to the iron when present from
\

1 1/2 to 2 l/2fj.

PHOSPHOROUS. '

Phosphorous in iron is usually present as a phosphide XeP.
3

Its general effects sre on the whole detrimental to the

iron. If present below .8/t it imparts fluidity to the metal

and causes the iron to retain its heat for a longer time,

at the same tim.e affecting very slightly the strength of

the iron. If present above .8>t- it causes brittleness

and cold shortness to occur. At 1.2/^ it causes all

the graphitic carbon in the iron to be changed to

combine^ while at 1.6,n a shock will break the casting.

For most foundry work the phosphorous contents should be

between .5 and .Sfo,
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Manganese is present in iron -asually as an alloy. If

present in qua: ' "ties below 1% it strengthens the casting,

but 1-f 'b'='t7;een 1 end 1.5^ it makes the iron brittle. Over

1.5^ it weakens thR rnptal considerably increasing its

hardness and shrinkage. Xts chief advantage is that it

can counteract thn ef'^ects produced by the preaence of

Sulphur, notably in decreasing the shrinkage. V.'ith a

.75% T.'ianganese present Sulphur may be present as high

as .1S?T and yet have no bad effects upon the iron. Good

cast iron should not have more than 1% Manganese.

SULPHTJE

.

oulphixr is present in the iron as a Sulphide, EeS.

Its presence is injurious to the isetal, an it causes the

iron to run sluggishly and produces shrinkage and blow

holes in the castings. .Ol'fl. Sulphur can produce the

slirinkage of .01 of an inch in a casting. However, as

has been stated^the presence of sufficient Silicon will

counteract this effect to sonie extent.

CLASSiyiGATIOII 0? 'VEK FOUTnp.Y I""OITS.

Taking into consideration the compensating effect of

Silicon and Sulphur, a tecle hes been prepared by which

all of the iron suitable for foundry practice has been

classified. The irons have been divided into four

classes, th*^ best iron being Icnown as So.l, the poorest

as 'To. 4. The classes are as follows;
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ELSI\S]!?T . TTO.l ^0.2 7,0.3 . 10.4:

Silicon 2,75,1 2.25 1.75 1.25

SULPHUR .035 .04 5 .055 .065

A second classification is elso mad' depending upon

the phosphorous content of the iron. If the metal con-

tains loss than . 8^y phosphorous it can bo used for cast-

ings V7hich require strength as nachinery, coluums, etc.

If more than .8-'j is present in the iron, hy reason of its

brittleness, the r.etal is suitable only for ornaraental

work, or r^orh in rhioh strength is not a requisite.

(3)

EFFECT 0? P^r.'ELTIllTG UPOIT IRO?I.

From the results of the heats held in the cupola

I found that on rereelting, iron loses sorre of the Silicon,

Carbon, and T'anganese, originally combined Tritlit, the

cast iron being less rich in those elements. There are

two probable causes for this reduction, first being that

the loss is a result of simple oxidation, due to the

presence of an excess of oxygen in the cupola, v/hile the

second is thst it is due to chemical reaction between the

Jjimestone and the iron. Both causes seem very probable,

but I think that the greater part of tY.e loss is due to the

first cause for the follov.'ing reason:
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In an effert to get a hot metal, the cupola temperature

was allowed to go much higher than that of the ir.elting

point of iron. 'Vith the presence of abundant oxygen

furnished by the blast and the high temperature it seems

impossible that substances like carbon, silicon, or

manganese, v;hose affinity for oxygen is comparatively

great, could be ]:ept from oxidising. uvring to the fact that

so much iron is present, the oxidation cannot be complete,

as the iron v/hose affinity for oxygen is also large, ^ill

prevent the complr.te removal of the elemonts bjj being ox-

idized itself. To substantiate this theory we find that

there is present considerable iron in the slag, the metal

having been oxidized and taken up by the iitae

.

A-Oan/^"^

As regards the Limestone it is reduced to Calcium

Oxide at 8'JO G according to the equation:

CaGO-fGaO*CO-167.88 cal.-f ^«- ^

-

and is very liquid at the temperature attained in the

cupola. Being basic in its nature, it can and does unite

with the oxides of iron, manganese, and silicon. This

accounts for the fact that we find those metals chemically

combined rith the Lime in the Slag.
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(C)

CUPOLA Syn-i ct:^17GY AI?D EO'T 03TAI:IED^

Cupola efficiency in foundry practice, is defined

as the ability of the cupola to produce econojnically the

maxirciun amount of cast iron from the charg-e, v'hich when

poured will r.ahe good castings. "^his conception in-

cludes, besid'-s the necessity of a low fuel ratio, cer-

tain other conditions which are equally as essential for

obtaining the best results.

First aaong those conditions is the matter of

temperature. It is evident, that no natter how near

the molds may be to the cupola, there is considerable

cooling of the metal between t'.e interval of tapping

from t}.e cupola and pouring into the moi»ld. This loss of

heat must be compensated for by the fou-der, there being?

but one m.eans of doing so, viz; by superheating the

iron or heating it above its melting point.

This means thtit more than tho amount of coke

theoretically necessary to fuse the iron must be added

to supply the additional heat. How much this excess

should be for greatest economy of operation is a m,atter

which can only oe determined by repeated trials and experi-

ments.
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Ti'rom the expe;-ienGe of different foxjndry TTien it has

been found th^^t for best results the ainoxint of coke

necessary in a charge is from 1/8 to l/lu the v/eight of

the iron to be melted. These figures shov7 thct approxi-

mately four times the amount of coke theoretically necess-

ary for melting the iron has actually to be used.

DI3 TRIBUT T0:i 0^ CIV-PGE.

Equally as important as the first cpnsid ration

is the matter of the distribution of the charge. Like

the former, the usual practice is the result of continued

trials rather than of theoretical consid rations. It has

been found, that for best results the coke in the initial

charge should be l/3 the r'eight of the iron and for all

subsequent additions the ratio should be 1 to 10. The

object in having the first large charge of coke to bring

the level of the iron above the bias 'opening, having been

found that the iron melts quicker when placed 5 to 8"

above the opening. The second reason for such a dis-

tribution is that the first charge of coko has to provide

abundant heat for heating up the cupola, and the presence

of a large amount oV coke increases the rapidity of this

preliminary heating. An other condition universally
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accepted as necessary, i3 to have the cupola filled

at all times to the charging door v.-ith the chgr^e.

The: object 0-^ this arranger.9nt is tv:ofold, first,

it enables the charge while descending to utilize the

heat being carried off by the hot gases, which would

otherwise escape unused, end secondly, it insures

a continuous supply of rr.olten iron to the founder,

as the descending charge on reaching the fur^ion sone

is so nearly at fusion temperature that it r-clts im-

mediately.

TK5 BLAST.

The next consideration to be talcon into account

is in regard to the blast, the first point being the

time at which the blost should be started. r?esults

of my tests, as well as of those of successful foundry-

men eeem to show that best results are obtfeiied when the

coke In the cupola is allowed to burn from one to three

hours, depending upon the size of the charge and cupola,

under natural draft before starting the blast. The

advantages of this procedure are several. In the first

place, it tahes a'cout six iiiinutes after turning on the

blast, if the cupola hac been previously hested, to se-

cure hot iron, while if no preliminary heating is resort-

ed to the blast must be on from .^0 minutes to one hour

before fxxsion occurs.
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Aa long as the blast is on, the power causing it must

necessarily be utilized. Coke is cheaper than powers,

and as the expense for the pov^er required for the extra

3U minutes in the second nethod so much more than that

incurred by burning the coke under natural draftjj for

the same time in the first, it is evident that for

economy if for no other reason the first method is

the better one.

F 1 U Z.

The addition of a 71ux to the charge is an almost

general practice among foundrymen. Its advantages

are twofold. Kirst, it promotes fluidity in the

iron, causing the r.etal to run freely; secondly,

by its chemical ..properties it separates the oxides

of the iron, manganese and silicorv from the molten

mass of the iron by combining wiin them and causing

them to float on the top af the metal as a slag. 3j

this action a clean iron is produced. There is however,

a slight disadvantage in the use of a flux which is

most evident in a large heat. As the heat progresses,

the bulk of the slag formed by the flux increases also

^

with the result that finally it does not separate easily

from the iron but tends to flow out of the cupola with

the metal, causing difficulty in procuring clean castings.
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This oocurrence was not experienced in any of the heats

held in the school foundry as none of ti.em were of very

long duration. In heats, however ,where it does occur,

the percentage of Iron affected by the slag is so

snail compared to the total amount melted that it is

worth the while of the founder to risk losing that amount

providtrife that he can secure the remainder of the charge

in a very fluid and clean condition. The usual pro-

portionsfor fluxes are about Zo Ids. of flux for every

ton of iron.

The conditions mentioned above are practically all,

which the founder desiring high cupola efficiency must

meet, £ nd if all are carefully takeni?*o account by him,

there is no reason why successful results should not

follow.

THiJ ?A\Ij --
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